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LOCAL WASTE NEWS

Our Waste Minimisation Officer Zoë has been on a mission to upgrade the rubbish 
and recycling stations across Hastings District Councils’ offices. Using “repair”  
(a step in the waste hierarchy), Zoë took our old bins and rather than buying new  
– looked at what she could do to give them a new life.

Zoë worked with our very own ‘Go To Crew’ and Christine Ingle and her friends from 
the Menz Shed to get the bins painted and repaired. The bin colours align with the 
universal recycling colours and aim to help staff understand what can and can’t be 
recycled.
Zoë works with businesses’ in her role and is always challenging them to re-think the 
way they manage their resources.
“I think people are really quick to go and buy something new and don’t even consider 
how something could be repaired or upcycled. There are so many small things 
workplaces can do in the space of waste minimisation. This is an example of one of 
them!”
Zoë is happy to help anyone in Hastings who might need advice on managing waste at 
work. Email: reducewaste@hdc.govt.nz 

ZOË’S BIN UP TO SOMETHING COOL 

SO HAVE ANGELA AND DANNY 
In early May our Waste Team have not just attended the 
WasteMINZ virtual summit, but showcased our mahi to 
professionals across Aotearoa.

Called “Tomorrow, Today” this year’s WasteMINZ summit 
focused on the future and changes currently happening 
in the waste sector. There were big discussions on climate 
change, the waste disposal levy, the future of contaminated 
land regulations, why we need a Right to Repair, and ensuring 
today’s waste solutions don’t become tomorrow’s problems.
Waste Planning Manager Angela and Solid Waste Operations 
and Contract manager Danny received amazing feedback on 
our kerbside recycling service as they spoke in a social change 
workshop called “Contracts that keep everyone happy.”
Explaining the way we bring education and a personal touch to 
problems kerbside had viewers eager to hear more about the 
way we work. 
Bringing elements of fun was big for Danny, who had viewers
laughing at his commitment to the cause – which has seen 
him diving into one of our rural recycling stations to pull out 
contaminated items on more than one occasion.

Danny also facilitated a panel discussion on risks associated 
with the industry and got a good conversation going on work/
life balance and looking after staff’s mental well-being. 
Covid was a hot topic. Angela spoke in the panel discussion on 
“Lessons learned from Covid-19,” in which industry leaders all 
reflected on the challenges their teams had overcome. 
Big ups to Angela and Danny who did HDC proud. 



Our team got out and 
connected with nature this 
May by participating in 
‘Beautiful Bay in May’!
Biodiversity Hawke’s Bay teamed up 
with the National Aquarium of New 
Zealand and created 31 awesome 
activities to inspire you, your whānau 
and friends to get out in nature this 
autumn.
One of the activities was to “stand in 
wonder at a tree corridor” – which we 
did outside our office in Hastings.

We’re very excited to be supporting “My 
Walk in Wardrobe” through our Waste 
minimisation Fund. They’ll be bringing four 
sustainable fashion markets to Hastings!

MY WALK IN WARDROBE  
ARE COMING TO HASTINGS!!

Get more information here

EVENT DATES:
Saturday 4 June
Saturday 10 September
Saturday 26 November 

Keep an eye on our  
jobs portal for updates.

WANT TO WORK  
IN THE WASTE  

SPACE WITH US?  
WE’VE GOT VACANCIES 

LOOKING 
FOR A 

CHANGE?

You'll find our waste team at the Hawkes bay Funding Road show 
- sharing all you need to know about our waste minimisation 

funds. See you there!

https://www.mywalkinwardrobe.co.nz/buy-it.html
https://hastingsdc.elmotalent.co.nz/careers/hastingsdc/jobs?page=1


TAKE NOTE!

Change is coming! 
Check out the new 
rules for labeling 

products as flushable.

Learn more here

Wednesday 8 June is 
World Ocean Day – 
This year’s theme is 
Life and Livelihoods.

Learn more here

Wednesday 15 June is 
Global Wind Day  

- a day for discovering 
wind energy, its power 

and the possibilities  
it holds.

Learn more here

Check out just how 
much of a difference 
using your re-usable 

cup makes with

KeepCup’s impact 
calculator

NATIONAL  WASTE NEWS 

EMISSIONS 
REDUCTION PLAN 
ANNOUNCED 
The inaugural emissions reduction 
plan was announced on 16 May.

Aotearoa New Zealand’s first 
emissions reduction plan contains 
actions across all sectors to support 
an equitable transition for all New 
Zealanders.
Read the full report here  

CAN A BOARD GAME HELP 
FUTURE  GENERATIONS SAVE 
THE PLANET?
It's hoped that a new board game will play a part in 
future generations taking care of the planet.

Read more here

RECIPE

VEGETABLE CURRY
A great recipe for these colder evenings! Pretty much any 
leftover veggies can be added to this curry, and it’s also 
great for reheating for lunch the next day. 
Find it here 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/128748767/fatberg-fightback-new-rules-about-what-is-deemed-flushable-in-toilets
https://www.msc.org/world-ocean-day
https://globalwindday.org/
https://nz.keepcup.com/impact-calculator
https://nz.keepcup.com/impact-calculator
https://environment.govt.nz/publications/aotearoa-new-zealands-first-emissions-reduction-plan/
https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/afternoons/audio/2018840891/can-a-board-game-help-future-generations-save-the-planet
https://www.lovefoodhatewaste.com/recipe/vegetable-curry
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Sunday 5 June is ‘World Environment Day.’ World Environment 
Day is a global platform for inspiring positive change. 
The 2022 World Environment Day campaign #OnlyOneEarth 
calls for collective, transformative action on a global scale to 
celebrate, protect and restore our planet.
Learn more and see what people around the world are doing here 

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

DECODING THE WORLD OF CARBON

INTERNATIONAL  WASTE NEWS 

You may have noticed your favourite yoghurt is now carbon 
neutral, or that you can offset your emissions when flying - 
but what does this actually mean?
Carbon neutral claims, emissions reductions, and carbon 
off setting initiatives are everywhere, so this month we're 
decoding the world of carbon. 
The more you know about carbon and carbon emissions, the 
better equipped you'll be to make a difference. 

CARBON IS EVERYWHERE. SO WHAT IS IT?
At its simplest, carbon is a chemical element found in the air 
we breathe and the plants we grow, even humans are made 
up of carbon! But, in the world of carbon neutral, carbon 
more specifically means carbon dioxide, AKA CO2. CO2 
comes about when we breath, when plants decompose, and 
when plants photosynthesis. So you might be wondering, 
what's the issue with CO2? 

EDUCATION

Lucky for us, nature tends to keep things in balance, any 
CO2 let out is absorbed by something else on earth.  
Take your garden for example, the leaves that fall off your 
trees in autumn will break down and release CO2, but, other 
plants in your garden soak up this CO2 and use it to grow - 
keeping things in balance.  But, this balance is thrown out 
of kilter when there is too much CO2 being produced from 
things like fossil fuels and burning forests. While CO2 is 
great for fuelling plant growth, it also likes to hold onto heat. 
So when we have too much CO2 that can't be absorbed, 
it keeps heat in our atmosphere. This extra heat is what 
drives wild weather patterns, higher temperatures and other 
changes to our climate ... AKA climate change! 
To help slow down climate change, businesses are finding 
ways to reduce the carbon they create or offset this - this 
is where all those carbon claims come into play! We've 
explained what these different claims mean, and what they 
look like, so you can make better decisions when it comes  
to carbon. 

CARBON NEUTRAL/CARBON OFFSET/
CARBON ZERO/ NET CARBON ZERO
A lot of the time, business can't completely 
avoid carbon. For example, your groceries 
being shipped to the store will have created 
CO2 from the trucks. Say this releases a unit 
of CO2, to offset this, companies will invest 
in something that absorbs a unit of CO2, like 
planting a forest. Now the carbon created has 
been offset, making it, carbon neutral! 
Look out for these independent certifications:

REDUCED CARBON/CARBON 
FRIENDLY 
Carbon off setting can be difficult. You need to 
be able to measure exactly how much CO2 you 
are creating. So, some businesses will find ways 
to reduce their CO2 more generally. This might 
look like replacing petrol cars with electric 
vehicles, or using renewable energy. 
Look out for these independent certifications: 

CLIMATE POSITIVE 
Businesses who claim to be carbon positive are 
going above and beyond! This means they are 
offsetting more CO2 than they have produced. 
Look out for these independent certifications: 

https://www.hastingsdc.govt.nz/services/rubbish-and-recycling
https://www.worldenvironmentday.global/

